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Computing the Sobolev regularity of re�nable funtions by the Arnoldi MethodAmos Ron, Zuowei Shen and Kim-Chuan Toh1. IntrodutionWe are interested in the omputation of the smoothness parameter of re�nable funtions. Re�nablefuntions (known also as `saling funtions') are solutions of speial funtional equations that are known asre�nement equations. The re�nement equation expresses a dilate of the solution as the onvolution produtof that solution with a disrete kernel, the latter being known as the mask (f. (2.2) for the preise de�nition).The smoothness of re�nable funtions is important in two subareas of analysis. In the area of subdivisionalgorithms, it determines the smoothness of the limit urve/surfae of the subdivision proess; in the areaof wavelets, the smoothness of the re�nable funtion is passed on to all wavelet systems that are derivedfrom it (via the multiresolution analysis vehile). In most pratial ases, the re�nable funtion is not knownexpliitly, and the available information onsists, primarily, of the mask. Therefore, the determination of thesmoothness of the solution from properties of the mask is one of the key problems in the above-mentionedareas.Our e�orts in this paper are foused on the study of the above problem via the transfer/transitionoperator approah. The analysis of the regularity of re�nable funtions in terms of the transfer operator wasdeveloped by several authors (f., e.g., [D℄, [DD℄, [E℄, and [V℄ for the univariate ase, [RiS℄, [CGV℄, [J℄,[LMW℄, [RS1℄ and [R2℄ for the multivariate ase). In the L2-ase, the regularity estimates are in terms ofa spei� eigenpair of an assoiated transfer operator, hene seem to be omputationally feasible. However,while the smoothness parameter of some examples was suessfully omputed by some authors (see e.g. [HJ℄and [RS1℄), there has not been (to best of our knowledge) a reliable (i.e., robust) numerial algorithm thatworks without signi�ant restritions on the mask.Our method is based on the haraterizations of the L2-smoothness parameter given in [RS1℄, a detailedaount of whih is given in x2. For the disussion here, it suÆes to note that the haraterization is givenin terms of the restrition of a ertain linear operator (the transfer operator) to a �nite-dimensional invariantsubspaeH (the elements ofH are trigonometri polynomials). In order to ompute the smoothness using thisapproah, one has to overome four di�erent obstales, two of whih are of theoretial nature and the othertwo of numerial nature. First, one needs a haraterization of the spae H , a haraterization that applies toa wide range of re�nement equations; spei�ally, one should avoid restritions on the re�nement equationsthat either annot be veri�ed numerially, or exlude examples of interest. Seond, the haraterization ofthe invariant spae H must be omputationally veri�able; we found that in most pratial ases it is notfeasible to ompute a basis for H , hene one must have an alternative method for heking whether a givenfuntion belongs to that invariant spae. That alternative method employs a superspae H0 of H whih isalso an invariant subspae of the transfer operator, and whih has an easily omputable basis. The algorithmthen �nds in H0 eigenvetors of the transfer operator, and uses a subtle riterion to determine whether theeigenvetor found also lies in H . The suess of this approah relies on the ability to reover auratelymany eigenvetors, and not only few dominant ones. Thus, our third obstale is the neessity of hoosingand implementing arefully the eigen-solver. Fourth, a diret implementation of the theory onverts `small'problems (measured, say, in terms of the support of the mask) to a huge numerial mess, unless properlyapproahed. For example, the matrix involved in omputing one of the bivariate interpolatory re�nablefuntions onstruted in [RiS℄ has an order of about 4� 103, leading, thereby, to a numerially prohibitiveeigenproblem.We present our algorithm and its implementation in four stages. In the �rst (x2), we survey the resultsof [RS1℄ on the regularity of re�nable funtions, results that serve as the main stimulus for the presentendeavor. As is seen there, the haraterization of [RS1℄ an be implemented in many di�erent ways, andwe arefully devise in the seond stage (x3) what we onsider to be the `winning algorithm' (designed to befast for the average problem and robust for other ases). The algorithm requires a supplementary stablemethod for omputing eigenvalues of linear operators. In the third stage of the presentation (x4), we desribea variation of the Arnoldi method [A℄ that is used to that end, and provide a rough sketh of our Matlab1



ode. We doument in x5 a sample of the numerial experiments. Finally, proofs of some results in x3 aregiven in x6.One must keep in mind that it is rather hard to devise a good universal numerial algorithm for thisproblem, sine the numerial hallenge in omputing the smoothness has many, oniting, faes. Forexample, in the onstrution of ompatly supported bivariate interpolatory subdivision shemes, as well asin the related onstrution of ertain orthogonal and biorthogonal re�nable funtions (see e.g.[DGL℄, [DDD℄,[CD℄, [CS℄, [RiS℄, [JRS℄, [HL℄ [HJ℄, [KS℄, [BW℄), one expets to have a relatively large mask, hene onehas to ope with the sheer size of the problem. In ontrast, in the theory of wavelet frames, and in thesubsequent onstrutions of tight wavelet frames and bi-frames, (f. [RS2-5℄ and in partiular [GR℄), goodwavelet systems (e.g., tight frames), are derived from a multiresolution analysis based on a re�nable funtionwith unstable shifts. While that re�nable funtion may be very attrative for appliations (having manyalternative properties suh as high smoothness, good approximation order and small support), the problemof �nding its smoothness without the stability assumption is a theoretial hallenge (whih was overomefor the �rst time in [RS1℄,) and is also a omputational hallenge.2. The Sobolev regularity of re�nable funtionsSine the main objetive of this paper is to onvert (some of) the results in [RS1℄ from theory to pratie,we naturally review �rst the pertinent results of that paper. The presentation here is on�ned to the setupof the present paper. We only onsider here salar re�nable funtions (PSI ase) in one or two variableswhose re�nement masks are �nitely supported. (The haraterizations of [RS1℄ apply to the vetor (FSI)ase, to any number of dimensions, and do not assume the mask to be �nitely supported.) A omplete listof the assumptions made in this paper is provided in the sequel.Let s be a d� d integer matrix that satis�es(2:1) s�s = �2I;for some � > 1. We refer to suh matrix s as a dilation matrix or, more preisely, as an isotropi dilationmatrix. Let � be a ompatly supported L2-funtion in d variables (or, more generally, a ompatly supporteddistribution). We say that � is re�nable with respet to the dilation matrix s, if there exists a �nitelysupported sequene a suh that(2:2) �(x) = j det sj Xj2ZZd a(j)�(sx � j); x 2 IRd:The equivalent formulation of this ondition on the Fourier domain is(2:3) b�(s��) = bab�;with ba the symbol of the sequene a, i.e.,ba(!) = Xj2ZZd a(j) exp (�ij!):The sequene a (as well as its symbol ba) is alled the re�nement mask of �. The L2-regularity parameter�(�) of � is de�ned by �(�) := supf� 2 IR : � 2 W�2 (IRd)g:Here, W�2 (IRd) is the usual Sobolev spae. For the more general non-isotropi dilation, the analysis in [RS1℄provides only upper and lower bounds on the regularity parameter. Moreover, most of interesting re�nablefuntions orrespond to isotropi dilation matries, whene our deision to onsider only isotopi dilations.As it turns out, the regularity of � is determined by properties of a related funtion known as theautoorrelation funtion �# of �, and whih is de�ned as follows:�# : t 7! ZIRd �(x)�(x � t) dx:2



It is easy to see that the Fourier transform of �# is jb�j2. Hene, �# is re�nable with maskbb := jbaj2:The 2�-periodization of the Fourier transform of �#, i.e., the L1(TTd)-funtion(2:4) � := Xj2ZZd jb�(�+ 2�j)j2;plays a pivotal role in our disussion. Sine �# is ompatly supported (by the fat that � is), the Poissonsummation formula implies that � is a trigonometri polynomial whose spetrum (i.e., frequenies) all belongto the set(2:5) (supp�#) \ ZZd = fx� y 2 ZZd : x; y 2 supp�g:Next, we de�ne the transfer operator. Let � be any representer set of the quotient group 2�(s��1ZZd=ZZd):The transfer or transition operator T is de�ned as:(2:6) T : L2(TTd) 7! L2(TTd) : f 7!X2�(bbf)(s��1 �+):For example, if the spatial dimension is 1, and the dilation is dyadi (i.e., s = 2), � an be hosen as f0; �g,and T beomes (T f)(!) = (bbf)(!2 ) + (bbf)(!2 + �):As was already alluded to in the introdution, the L2-smoothness of � is haraterized by the spetralradius of the restrition of T to a ertain invariant spae H (of T ), with H �nite dimensional and onsistingof trigonometri polynomials. In general, the spae H does not have a simple struture. As a �rst step, wewould like to onstrut a �nite dimensional superspae of H (made also of trigonometri polynomials) whihon one hand will be T -invariant, while, on the other hand, will have a simple struture.To this end, let Z� := fj 2 ZZd : kjk2 � rg;where r is any (�xed) number larger than or equal to1�� 1 maxfkjk2 : bj 6= 0gwith � de�ned in (2.1) and with (bj) being the mask oeÆient of the autoorrelation funtion. Then, sineks��1xk2 = 1�kxk2; the spae(2:7) H�of all trigonometri polynomials whose band lies in that set (i.e., the spae spanned by the exponentialsexp (ij�), j 2 Z�) is a T -invariant subspae, and that all eigenvetors of T that are trigonometri polynomialsmust lie in H�. Moreover, given any trigonometri polynomial f , we have that T kf 2 H� for all suÆientlylarge k (see [LLS1℄). This last property implies that H� must ontain eah eigenvetor f of T , provided thatf is a trigonometri polynomial, and that its assoiated eigenvalue is non-zero. We use these basi fats inthe sequel without further notie.Theorem 2.2 of [RS1℄ states that the regularity parameter �(�) of � is,�(�) = � log� �2 ;3



where � is given by (2.1), and � = j�j with � an eigenvalue of the transfer operator (and with the assoiatedeigenvetor being a trigonometri polynomial). Hene, the key to the numerial omputation of the regularityparameter �(�) is to ompute the eigenpair (�; f�) of T . We will desribe in this paper a reliable andnumerially stable algorithm that omputes this eigenpair of T , thereby �nds �(�). The algorithm is basedon the haraterization of � as the spetral radius of the restrition of T to H , with H a ertain T -invariantsubspae (that is de�ned below) of H�. One should note that H , as any subspae of H�, onsists oftrigonometri polynomials, eah of whih an be �nitely represented in terms of its Fourier oeÆients.However, in order to ompute � diretly from the above desription, we also need a robust method foronstruting a basis for H ; sine the methods we ould �nd for onstruting a basis for H are highlyunstable, we will study the ation of T on the larger spae H�, and we will atually �nd � by other means.But, �rst, we reall the desription of the spae H from [RS1℄.The spae H is de�ned as H := H� \ I�, with I� an ideal of trigonometri polynomials de�ned below.To this end, we set � for the spae of all d-variate (algebrai) polynomials, and �� for the following subspaeof it: �� := fp 2 � : Xj2ZZd p(j)�#(� � j) 2 �g:De�nition 2.8: the ideal I�. Let � be a ompatly supported L2-funtion with b�(0) 6= 0. Let �# be theautoorrelation funtion of � and let � be the 2�-periodization of the Fourier transform of �# as given in(2.4). The ideal I� is the olletion of all trigonometri polynomials (in L2(TTd)) f that satisfy:(i) f=� 2 L1(TTd).(ii) f is annihilated by �� in the sense that p(�iD)f(0) = 0, for all p 2 ��. Here, D = ��!1:::�!d , i.e., p(D)is the onstant oeÆient di�erential operator assoiated with the polynomial p.With the de�nition of I�, the results of [RS1℄ that are used in the present paper for omputing theregularity parameter �(�) are summarized as follows:Result 2.9. Let � be a ompatly supported re�nable funtion orresponding to the isotropi dilationmatrix s, with b�(0) 6= 0 and let T be its assoiated transfer operator. Further, let the spae H� and theideal I� be given as in (2.7) and De�nition 2.8, respetively. Then:(i) I� is T -invariant.(ii) The regularity parameter �(�) is �(log� �)=2;where � is the maximal modulus of the eigenvalues of the restrition of T to I�.(iii) For � in (ii), there is an eigenpair (�; f) of T suh that � = j�j and f 2 H� \ I�.Indeed, the T -invariane of I� is proved in Theorem 2.4 of [RS1℄. That theorem also shows that theregularity parameter �(�) is determined by any dominant eigenpair (�; f) of T restrited on H� \ I�, in thesense that �(�) = �(log� j�j)=2. This gives (ii). Realling that all the T -eigenvetors in I� are either in H�or in kerT , we get (iii).3. An algorithm for omputing the regularity parameterResult 2.9 suggests that in order to ompute the regularity parameter of the re�nable funtion, we`merely' need to �nd the spetral radius of the restrition of T to H , where H = H� \ I�. However, theresult annot be implemented diretly, due to the fat that there is no `good' method for onstruting a basisfor H .Before we advane the disussion any further, we seek the following `terminologial relief': from nowon, given any linear spae S, and any linear bounded operator T from S into a superspae of it, the notionof the spetral radius of T is meant as the spetral radius of the restrition of T to the largest T -invariantsubspae of S. 4



Result 2.9 suggests the following `diret algorithm': Given the transfer operator T assoiated with theompatly supported re�nable �, a simple method for omputing �(�) is as follows: (i) Choose a T -invariantsuperspae H0 of H� \ I� (one whih is onvenient for omputations). (ii) Find all eigenvalues � of T jH0 .(iii) For eah eigenvalue �, �nd the orresponding eigenspae V� , then hek whether V� \ I� 6= 0. (iv) Thedesired � is maxfj�j : V� \ I� 6= 0g:Various improvements of this diret algorithm are possible. The most obvious one is to avoid �nding allthe eigenvalues ((ii) above), and instead �nding them one by one in dereasing modulus of the eigenvalue; stopwhen the �rst eigenvetor in I� is found. That approah suits the Arnoldi method of omputing eigenvaluesand eigenvetors. However, even with that improvement, the above `diret method' su�ers from the followingdrawbaks: (a) If the ritial eigenpair (�; f�) is preeded by many other eigenpairs (whose eigenvalues havegreater magnitudes), the approximation provided by the Arnoldi method for the ritial eigenvetor f� maybe rude, and it may be hard to determine numerially whether f� 2 I�. (b) The neessity to ompute a bulkof eigenpairs makes the proess relatively slow. () Even if the eigenvetor is omputed with high auray,it may still be hard to determine whether it belongs to I�. This problem (whih exists in other approahestoo, but to a lesser extent) is partiularly troubling in the ase of a multiple eigenvalue, sine then we musthek whether I� has a non-zero intersetion with the eigenspae, a task whih is almost always a numerialhallenge (unless the eigenspae lies entirely in I�).The above disussion reveals the following three di�erent aspets that a suessful algorithm has to dealwith:Aspet I: the eigenproblem aspet. We need to reover an eigenpair of a linear operator. The eigenpairthat we look for may be dominated by many other pairs; nonetheless, we need a fast and aurate reoveryof the eigenpair. It would be best if all/many/most of the eigenpairs that dominate the ritial one ansomehow be avoided. Standard variations of the power method (suh as the shifted inverse power method)require an estimate of the ritial eigenvalue, an estimate that is not available here. A fast implementationalso requires a savvy onversion of the problem to matrix omputations.Aspet II: � and ��. One of the key steps in any algorithm that omputes the regularity parameter is todetermine whether a given trigonometri polynomial f is in I�. For this, one needs to (1) �nd the polynomial�, and (2) �nd the spae �� (see the de�nition of the ideal I�). The �rst task is relatively modest: onewe adopt a mild assumption (the E-ondition, see below), it beomes truly simple to ompute � aurately.As to the seond task, viz. omputing a basis for ��, it is hampered by the fat that ��, in general, doesnot have a simple struture (e.g., may not have a monomial basis), whih makes it `unpleasant' even undersome additional onditions (e.g., stability). To overome this diÆulty, we use subtle theoretial fats thatallow us to get away with only partial omputation of ��. Moreover, under `favorable onditions' (whihare far less demanding than stability), the approah yields a substantial shortut in the searh of the ritialeigenvalue.Aspet III: testing a given eigenvetor. In order to hek whether a given eigenvetor f is in I�, oneneeds to hek whether both (i) and (ii) in the de�nition of I� are satis�ed. As we will see, the algorithm usedhere frees us from heking the seond ondition in the de�nition of I�. Furthermore, when the trigonometripolynomial � is positive everywhere (a ondition whih is known as `the stability of the shifts of �'), the �rstondition in the de�nition of the ideal I� is automatially satis�ed. Hene, under this stability assumption,the proess of heking whether the eigenvetor in hand is in I� is fast and very robust. Without the stabilityassumption, we have to hek whether f=� is bounded or not. This problem is on par with the lassial NAproblem: determining whether a small number is 0 or not. As said, this problem is partiularly aute formultiple eigenvalues.The �rst and third aspets above are problems that belong to the area Numerial Algebra, and we willdisuss them in the next setion, as a part of the disussion on the implementation and the ode. To havean optimal treatment of the seond aspet, we need some additional disussion onerning the regularity ofre�nable funtions (beyond the general disussion of the previous setion).The disussion is divided into two parts: the �rst is about the omputation of � and the seond dealswith ��.Computing the trigonometri polynomial �. We start with a �nitely supported mask a. For a givenmask, we want to know whether there exists a ompatly supported solution to the orresponding re�nement5



equation. If there is a solution, whether the solution is unique and whether the solution is in L2. The followingresult provides satisfatory answers.Result 3.1. Let a be a �nitely supported mask, and let T be the assoiated transfer operator.(i) If P�2ZZd a(�) = 1 (i.e. ba(0) = 1), there exists a ompatly supported distribution � that solves there�nement equation. It is the unique solution that satis�es b�(0) = 1.(ii) If the restrition of T to H� has spetral radius 1, and if all the eigenvalues (of that restrition) that lieon the unit irle are non-defetive, then the orresponding solution of the re�nement equation must liein L2.(iii) If the solution � of the orresponding re�nement equation is in L2, then (1;�) is an eigenpair of T .The �rst statement is proved by showing that the in�nite expansionQ1j=1 ba(s��j!) onverges, uniformlyon ompat sets, to a tempered distribution. The last assertion is a straightforward exerise. The proof ofthe seond assertion an be found in [LLS2℄ as well as in [R2℄.Corollary 3.2. Let a be a �nite mask satisfying ba(0) = 1. Assume that the orresponding transfer operatorT satis�es (ii) of Result 3.1. Then T must have an eigenpair (1; f), with f a non-negative trigonometripolynomial.The ondition that appears in part (ii) of Result 3.1 is not neessary for the solution � to be in L2 (f.[RS1℄), but re�nable funtions whose transfer operator violate this ondition are quite `pathologial'. In ouralgorithm, we assume a bit more, namely that the eigenvalue 1 is simple:De�nition: the weak E-ondition. Let a be a given �nite mask with ba(0) = 1 and let � be theorresponding ompatly supported solution. Let T be the transfer operator assoiated with �. We saythat a (or �, or T ) satis�es the weak E-ondition, if the restrition of T to H� has spetral radius 1, all theeigenvalues on the unit irle are non-defetive, and 1 (whih is then neessarily an eigenvalue) is a simpleeigenvalue.Remark. The previous disussion implies that, under the weak E-ondition, the re�nement equation hasa unique ompatly supported solution, �, that lies in L2 and satis�es b�(0) = 1. Further, � (i.e., the 2�-periodization of the Fourier transform of the autoorrelation of the solution) is the unique eigenvetor (upto a onstant) of the eigenvalue 1 of the transfer operator.Remark. If we add to the weak E-ondition the additional assumption that T jH� has a unique dominanteigenvalue, we obtain a ondition known as the E-ondition (whih is useful in the analysis of variousproblems: for example, [LLS2℄ proves that the E-ondition haraterizes the L2-onvergene of the asadealgorithm; see also x3.1 of [R2℄). This explains our usage of `weak E ondition'. Finally, we point out thatit is not diÆult to show that if T satis�es the weak E ondition on H�, then it satis�es weak E onditionon any T -invariant superspae H0 of H� that onsists of trigonometri polynomial (see [LLS2℄).In the �rst step of the algorithm, we selet a onvenient T -invariant superspae H0 of H�. Then, thealgorithm heks whether T satis�es the weak E-ondition. If the weak E-ondition is satis�ed, it omputesthe eigenvetor assoiated with the eigenvalue 1. The (normalized) symbol of that eigenvetor is the funtion�.Doing without ��. We now elaborate on the seond ondition in the de�nition of I�. Let Z be some�nite, �xed, subset of ZZd, and let HZ be the span of the exponentials ! 7! exp(ij �!), j 2 Z , endowed withthe L2(TTd)-inner produt h�; �i. Given any (algebrai) polynomial p and any f 2 HZ , one observes thatp(�iD)f(0) = Pj2Z p(j)fj , with (fj)j the Fourier oeÆients of f . Hene, the linear funtional (in H�Z)f 7! p(�iD)f(0) is represented by the trigonometri polynomial tp(!) :=Pj2Z p(j) exp(ij � !), i.e.,(3:3) p(�iD)f(0) = htp; fi = Xj2HZ p(j)fj ; 8f 2 HZ :We now onnet the above abstrat disussion to our onrete problem. In this disussion, we use, fora given subspae Q � � of algebrai polynomials, the notationPQ6



for the orthogonal projetor from HZ onto ftp : p 2 Qg.When Z above is Z� (see (2.5)), the spae HZ beomes H� (of (2.7)). Furthermore, by hoosing Qabove to be ��, the seond ondition in the de�nition of I� simply says that the ritial eigenvetor lies inthe orthogonal omplement (in H�) of ftp : p 2 ��g. Thus, if we setP� := P��for the orthogonal projetion of H� onto ftp : p 2 ��g, ondition (ii) in the de�nition of I� will beautomatially satis�ed if we iterate (in the searh for the ritial eigenvetor) with the operator (1� P�)T ,instead of iterating with the transfer operator itself. This allows us to restate Result 2.9 in the followingequivalent (yet more pratial) way:Restatement of Result 2.9. In the notations and assumptions of Result 2.9, let I 0� be the ideal of alltrigonometri polynomials of the form t�, t 2 L1(TTd) (i.e., those that satisfy the �rst ondition in thede�nition of I�). Then the spetral radius � in Result 2.9 is the same as the spetral radius of the restritionof (1� P�)T to H� \ I 0�.The disussion still leaves us with the need of �nding a basis for �� (in order to ompute the projetorP�). As we alluded to before, this an be partially irumvented: suppose that Q is some subspae of ��,and suppose that we replae the operator (1 � P�)T by the operator (1 � PQ)T . The latter one will failto suppress some of the eigenvalues that the former one does; however, that apparent fault is harmless ifwe know that all these `unsuppressed' eigenvalues are smaller than the ritial one. But, do we have suh aspae Q, whih, in addition, has a simple basis?In order to answer the above question, we de�ne(3:4) m� := maxfm 2 IN : �m � ��g;where �m is the spae of d-variate algebrai polynomials with degree � m. We will show that we an replaethe spae �� by the spae �m� , and, moreover, we an sometimes do with �m, for m < m�. In addition,we show a way to ompute m� from the given data, viz., the mask a and the trigonometri polynomial �.We begin with that latter issue.Proposition 3.5. Let � be a re�nable ompatly supported L2-funtion with mask a. Let � = 2�(s��1ZZd=ZZd):Then �m � �� if and only if bb� (= jbaj2�) has a zero of order m+ 1 at eah of the points in �n0.The spaes �m, m � m�, are ertainly subspaes of �� and have a simple struture. The next resultstudies the suitability of the hoie Q := �m. For notational onveniene we set, for any non-negative integerm, Pm := P�m :Proposition 3.6. Let � be a re�nable funtions with orresponding mask a and transfer operator T . Let�m be the spetral radius of the restrition of (1� Pm)T to H� \ I 0�. Then:(a) �m� = �.(b) For an odd m � m�, we still have �m = �, unless �m � ��m�1.We prove the above propositions in the last setion, hene are ready to present here our algorithm.Algorithm: Step I. Compute the T -invariant spae H�. Then, hek whether T satis�es (on H�) theweak E-ondition. If 1 is not an eigenvalue of T , return the message ``There is no L2-solution tothe refinement equation'', and quit. If, otherwise, the weak E-ondition is still violated, give anotherappropriate rejetion message (that indiates that the solution may still not be in L2) and quit. If the weakE-ondition is satis�ed, ompute the eigenvetor assoiated with the eigenvalue 1. Chek (for onsistenyonly) that the eigenvetor is non-negative (or non-positive). The (normalized) symbol of that eigenvetor isthe funtion �.Algorithm: Step II. Set m�; + 1 to be the order of the zero that jbaj2� has at , and setm� := minfm�; :  2 �n0g:7



Algorithm: Step III. Find the eigenpairs (in H�) of (1 � P�m� )T , one by one, ordered aording tothe eigenvalue modulus. Stop when �nding the �rst eigenpair (�; f�) for whih f�=� is bounded. TheL2-regularity of �(�) is then � log�(j�j)2 .Remark. We note that no di�erentiation is really onduted in Step II. Instead, one uses the fat thatp(�iD)f() = hp exp(i�); fi(ompare with 3.3). Further, sine the maximal order of zeros of bb� is even, m� is odd.Remark. We note that if � does not vanish at �n0, then the spae (1�P�m� )H� is T -invariant. In ontrast,if � vanishes at a point of �n0, (1� P�m� )H� may not be T -invariant any more. Nonetheless, Proposition3.6 always holds. Its proof relies on the fat that the subspae (1� P�m� )(H� \ I�) is always T -invariant.The algorithm heks for possible shortuts; stability. In many ases of interest, the shifts of there�nable funtion are stable. A onvenient way to de�ne the stability here (whih is entirely equivalent tothe more standard de�nitions) is that � > 0 (everywhere). Sine our algorithm omputes � in any event,it heks whether � is everywhere positive. In that event, it performs two shortuts. The major one is thatthe �rst ondition in the de�nition of I� beomes superuous, and hene the iterations with (1 � P�m� )Tsearh for a dominant eigenvalue. This not only aelerates the algorithm, but also results in a dramatiimprovement of its numerial stability. Indeed, in this ase we do not need to determine whether a largevalue of f=� should be interpreted as �nite or in�nite. Note that, sine � is the dominant eigenvetor, weare able to ompute � with great auray. Hene, it is possible to have stable numerial algorithm to hekwhether � > 0.In the ase of stability, another, less important, shortut ours: in the omputation of m�, we look ingeneral for the order of the zeros of bb� on �n0. If � vanishes nowhere, these zeros oinide with those of bb,and we do not need to ompute bb� (i.e., to onvolve their Fourier oeÆients.) For that shortut, we onlyneed � to be non-zero on �n0 (and indeed we implement that shortut under that mere latter ondition).4. Numerial implementation detailsIn the atual numerial implementation, we treat the transfer operator as ating on sequenes, i.e., weuse the operator T de�ned by T  := (Tb)_;where f_ is the inverse Fourier transform of f . The sequene  is always de�ned on ZZd and has �nitesupport. We use the pairing(4:1) h�; i := Xj2ZZd �(j)(j);in whih  is �nitely supported and � is any sequene de�ned on ZZd, or more generally, a funtion in C(IRd).Next, we provide some details about the steps in the algorithm given in the previous setion.For the �rst step, we �nd the set Z� as in Setion 2. We then ompute, via the deated Arnoldi method,a basis for the dominant eigenspae of the transfer operator T : `2(Z�) �! `2(Z�). Then, we hek whetherthe transfer operator T satis�es the weak E-ondition. If the weak E-ondition is satis�ed, we ompute theeigenvetor orresponding to the eigenvalue 1: its Fourier series is the funtion �; else, the weak E-onditionis violated, and we quit.For the seond step, we �rst hek whether � vanishes on �nf0g. If it does not, we �nd the largestinteger m suh that(4:2) hexp(i�) p; ai = 0; 8 p 2 �m;  2 �nf0g;8



where a is the re�nement mask of �. We then set m� := 2m+ 1. If � vanishes on �nf0g, then we �nd thelargest integer m suh that(4:3) hexp (i�) p; i = 0 8 p 2 �m;  2 �nf0g;where  = b � h, b is the mask of the autoorrelation funtion �#, and h is the Fourier oeÆients of �, i.e.,bh = �. We then set m� := m.For these, it is suÆient to hek that (4.2) or (4.3) holds for a basis of �m. However, it is importantto hoose a well-onditioned basis. The usual monomial basis of �m is very ill-onditioned, therefore isinappropriate for our purpose. We hoose here instead a suitable orthonormal basis. That orthonormalbasis is desribed in the sequel.For the third step, if � vanishes nowhere, we ompute the dominant eigenvalue � of (I � P�m�)T viathe deated Arnoldi method as detailed below. Then, set �(�) = � log� j�j2 .If � vanishes anywhere (in [��; �℄d as this funtion is 2�-periodi), then we proeed as follows:(i) We ompute the next group of the distint dominant eigenvalues of (I�P�m�)T via the deated Arnoldimethod. Then we order the eigenvalues aording to dereasing magnitudes of their values asj�1j � j�2j � � � � :(ii) We ompute a basis for the eigenspae assoiated with eah of the eigenvalues omputed in (i) via thedeated Arnoldi method. Denote them as ff1; : : : ; fLg.(iii) If there exists salars t1; : : : ; tL not all zero suh thatLXi=1 ti bfi=�is bounded, then set �(�) = � log� j�kj2 ; stop. Otherwise, go bak to step (i).We disuss now the following numerial methods used to implement the algorithm.The ation of T on a vetor.Let  be an arbitrary sequene in `2(Z�). The ation of the transfer operator T on  is as follows. First,generate a new sequene b �  by onvolution, then reparameterize the sequene (b � )j2ZZd to a sequenede�ned on s�1ZZd. Finally, the image T  is the restrition to ZZd of the sequene (b � )j2s�1ZZd . Theresulting sequene T  is still supported in Z�. One T  2 `2(Z�) is obtained, it is relatively easy to omputeorthogonal projetions of it onto various subspaes, provided that we also have an orthonormal basis forthese subspaes.Constrution of an orthonormal basis for �n.The standard onstrution of an orthonormal basis (ON) for �m is done by applying the Gram-Shmidtproess to the monomial basis f(j�)j2Z� : j�j � mg. However, this standard onstrution is numeriallyunstable. A more stable proess (known as the modi�ed Gram-Shmidt) an be devised by modifying theGram-Shmidt proess, whih we desribe now in the bivariate ase. Set N := #Z�.Modi�ed Gram-Shmidt:Let v(0;0) = 1pN (1)j2Z� .for k = 1; 2; : : : ;mfor �1 = 0; 1; : : : ; kif �1 = 0w = (j(2) v(0;k�1)(j))j2Z� .else w = (j(1) v(�1�1;k��1)(j))j2Z� .Orthogonalized w against all previously generated ON vetors v to get w0.Set v(�1;k��1) = w0=kw0k2. 9



Let(4:4) Bm := fv(�) : j�j � mg:Now, we desribe here how to apply the Deated Arnoldi Method [S℄ to our ase. The method maynot be as robust as other more sophistiated methods for the same purpose, suh as the impliitly restartedArnoldi [LSVY℄, [LS℄, the Jaobi-Davidson Method [SV℄, and the trunated RQ iteration [SY℄. Nonetheless,as our examples in the next setion show, even with this relatively simple method, our proposed algorithmworks well. Of ourse, for a more robust implementation, one should replae the Deated Arnoldi Methodby one of the more robust dominant eigenspaes solvers just mentioned.The Deated Arnoldi Method.We �rst note that the operator (I �P�)T an be viewed as an operator on IRN with N = jZ�j; we just needto order the points in Z�, and identify `2(Z�) with IRN , the latter equipped with the standard inner produton IRN . Let A be an arbitrary linear endomorphism of IRN . The Deated Arnoldi Method is desribed inthe following steps:(1) Choose an initial vetor v1 2 IRN with kv1k2 = 1. Set k = 1. Selet the number m of Arnoldi iterationsto be performed in eah pass.(2) Arnoldi iteration:for j = k; k + 1; : : : ;mompute w = Avjfor i = 1; 2; : : : ; jhij = hw; viiw = w � hijvihj+1;j = kwk2vj+1 = w=hj+1;jLet Vm be the matrix whose kth olumn is the vetor vk and Hm = (hij) be the m�m upper Hessenbergmatrix onstruted above. The vetors vj generated by the Arnoldi iteration satisfy the following relation:AVm = VmHm + hm+1;m vm+1eTm:Suppose (�; y) is an eigenpair of Hm. Then (�; Vmy) is an approximate eigenpair of A.(3) Compute approximate eigenvetors y1; y2; � � � ; yt, assoiated with the dominant eigenvalues �1; �2; � � � ; �tof Hm. Compute the residual norms �k = kAVmyk � �Vmykk2, for k = 1; : : : ; t. If yi1 ; yi2 ; : : : ; yir(where r � t) are the vetors suh that the orresponding residual norms are small enough, thenui1 = Vmyi1 ; ui2 = Vmyi2 ; � � � ; uir = Vmyir are onverged approximate eigenvetors of A assoiated withthe dominant eigenvalues �i1 ; �i2 ; � � � ; �ir .(4) Deation: Suppose yi1 ; yi2 ; : : : ; yir are eigenvetors of Hm orresponding to onverged eigenvetorsui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uir of A assoiated with the dominant eigenvalues �i1 ; �i2 ; � � ��ir . This step is to deatethese onverged eigenvetors from the Arnoldi iteration so that additional eigenvetors of A assoiatedwith these dominant eigenvalues an be found, whenever they exist.(i) Compute the QR fatorization of the matrix (yi1 ; : : : ; yir) using Householder matries:(yi1 : : : yir ) = Q�Rr0 �where Q is an m�m orthogonal matrix and Rr is an r � r upper triangular matrix.(ii) Update the fatorization Hm  QTHmQVm  VmQ:It an be shown that the matries Vm and Hm satis�es the relationAVm = VmHm + hm+1;m vm+1eTm + hm+1;m vm+1wT ;10



for some vetor w suh that kwk2 is lose to the mahine epsilon if the ondition number of Rr is modest.Furthermore, the olumns of Vm together with vm+1 form an orthonormal set, and the �rst r vetors ofVm lie in the eigenspae of A assoiated with �. That is, the �rst r vetors of Vm are Shur vetors forthe eigenspae of A assoiated with �. The r � r prinipal minor of Hm is the upper triangular matrixRr.(iii) Exit Step 4. Disard the vetors vr+1; � � � ; vm in Vm. Set k = r + 1 and vr+1 = vm+1, repeat Step 2through Step 4; stop if a basis for the eigenspae of A assoiated with � has been found. Note thatthis proess is equivalent to applying a new deated Arnoldi iteration with initial vetor vr+1 to theoperator (I�Pr)A, where Pr is the orthogonal projetor onto the subspae spanned by the Shur vetorsfv1; � � � ; vrg of A.Remark. For simpliity, our disussion above foused on �nding the dominant eigenspae of A, but thisrestrition is not neessary. In pratie, one an �nd the eigenspaes assoiated with several dominanteigenvalues simultaneously.Cheking the boundedness of f=�The major and the most diÆult substep of Step III is to hek the boundedness of f=�, with f a giventrigonometri polynomial. When � > 0 (i.e., when the shifts of � are stable,) f=� is always bounded, andthis substep is omitted. Thus, under the stability assumption, our algorithm (and ode) is very robust, forboth univariate and bivariate ases. As a proof of evidene, our ode suessfully omputed the regularityof the (8; 8; 8) bivariate interpolatory mask of [RiS℄, whose autoorrelation mask is support on the square[�31; 31℄� [�31; 31℄. The matrix representation of the assoiated transfer operation has an order of about4000, and a brute fore alulation of the regularity using the transfer operator would require one to �ndhundreds of eigenvalues of a huge matrix and deide later whih of the eigenvalues is the ritial one. Inontrast, sine our algorithm does not use the matrix representation of the transfer operator expliitly, thesize of the memory we need is only a small fration of that required by a diretion alulation. Also, bysuppressing a priori hundreds of eigenvetors orresponding to polynomial reprodution, we need only toalulate the dominant eigenvalue of the operator (I � P�)T instead of a multitude of eigenvalues of T .For the univariate ase, sine the funtion � only has �nitely many isolated zeros and the multipliityof eah zero is relatively easy to �nd, the boundedness of f=� an be ompletely settled. Consequently, thealgorithm and the derived ode provide in this ase the exat regularity parameter.For the bivariate ase, it is muh more diÆult to ompute numerially the multipliity spae of the zerosof �. The urrent version of the ode an only handle the ase when � has �nitely many zeros (whih we �ndas an aeptable assumption: re�nable funtions with unstable shifts may be very useful in the onstrutionof framelets with `ustomized' properties (f. [R1℄). It is very unlikely that any of these onstruts willviolate the `�nitely many zeros' ondition). Already for this ase, the reliability of our ode depends on(i) the number of the zeros and their distribution, (ii) the `degree' of the multipliity spae of eah zero.However, for all of the interesting examples we tested, we did obtain reliable smoothness parameters. Evenfor an `extremely bad' re�nable funtion (i.e., whose � vanishes at many points and to high degrees) theode is able to provide `good' lower bounds on the regularity, muh better than the lower bound obtainedby ignoring the dependene relation e�et.Given a trigonometri polynomial f , in order to hek whether f=� is bounded in [��; �℄d, one needsonly to hek whether it is bounded in loal neighborhoods of the zeros of �.Let � be a zero of � in [��; �℄2 of exat order m. (The number m an be omputed numerially.) Thus,all the derivatives of � up to order m � 1 vanish at �, but some derivatives of order m do not. The Taylorexpansion of � at � has then the form�(� + �) = Xj�j=m D��(�)�! �� + O(k�km+1):Now, if f=� were to be bounded in a loal neighborhood of �, then it would be neessary for f to satisfy theondition:(4:5) D�f(�) = 0 8 j�j � m� 1:11



Hene, we an rejet those eigenvalues whose eigenspae ontains no eigenvetors that satisfy (4.5) (for all�). Next we disuss how the ondition (4.5) an be heked numerially in our algorithm.Suppose fg1; : : : ; gLg is a basis for the eigenspae assoiated with an eigenvalue �. Consider the eigen-vetor g =PLi=1 igi, where not all the oeÆients are zero. The ondition thatD�bg(�) = 0 for all j�j � m�1is equivalent to hg; S�i = 0;where S� = fp exp (i��) : p 2 �m�1g :Sine g is supported on Z�, the funtions in S� may be regarded as sequenes de�ned on that domain, too.Thus, we may interpret the above ondition as saying that g lies in the null spae of B�� , for a suitable matrixB� (whose olumns span S�). Thus, if G is a orresponding matrix representation for the basis fg1; � � � ; gLg,we need to �nd the null spae of B��G.If � has more than one zero, say �(1); : : : ; �(K), then in order to �nd g suh that bg=� is bounded on[��; �℄d, we seek a non-trivial null spae forG := �B�(1) � � � B�(K)�� G:In our implementation, we �nd  in the null spae of G by omputing the SVD (singular value deomposition)of G. If the minimal singular value �min(G) of G is suÆiently small, then we onlude that the null spae ofG is non-trivial and take  to be a minimal singular vetor of G.Suppose that f satisfy (4.5), and that d = 2. If, in addition, the following two polynomials(4:6) t 7! Xj�j=q D��(�)�! t�2 ; t 7! Xj�j=q D��(�)�! t�1 ;are stritly positive on the interval [�1; 1℄, then f=� is bounded. To see this, we analyze the ratio(4:7) f(� + �)�(� + �) = Pj�j=q D�f(�)�! �� +O(k�kq+1)Pj�j=q D��(�)�! �� +O(k�kq+1) ;for suÆiently small non-zero vetor �. Suppose j�2j � j�1j. Then �2 = t �1 for t 2 [�1; 1℄, and substitutingthis into (4.7) would lead to f(� + �)�(� + �) = Pj�j=q D�f(�)�! t�2 +O(�1)Pj�j=q D��(�)�! t�2 +O(�1) :Hene, whenever the polynomials in (4.6) are stritly positive on [�1; 1℄, f=� is bounded in a neighborhood of� (the above argument applies to the ase j�2j � j�1j, and the omplementary ase is obtained by symmetry.)Finally, we remark whether the polynomials in (4.6) are stritly positive an be heked numerially.It must be emphasized that multipliity of the zero of � at a given point �, while neessarily of �nite-dimension (sine the zero is isolated), is not always of a total degree form. The present version of our ode,however, omputes only the total degree subspae of that multipliity spae, hene provides in suh aseslower bounds on the smoothness parameter.
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5. ExamplesWe reord some of our numerial experiments that we onduted as a test for the ode.The �rst lass of examples are taken from the bivariate interpolatory re�nable funtions that wereonstruted by [RiS℄ (`interpolatory' means that �(j) = Æj , j 2 ZZd and is a stronger property than stability).These examples demonstrate that the ode an handle very large masks of stable re�nable funtions.Example 5.1. The mask ar of an interpolatory re�nable funtion �r in [RiS℄ is obtained by onvolutingthe mask mr of a entered three diretional box spline with mask qr of a arefully hosen distribution. Thesymbol of mr (for an even r) isbmr(!) = � os �!12 � os �!22 � os �!1 + !22 ��r:The mask mr is of a box spline that lies in C2r�2(IR2). The smoothness of �r also inreases with r, but notat the same rate as its box spline fator. The distribution fator qr, while having a negative e�et on thesmoothness, is neessary in order to ahieve the interpolatory property of �r. For r = 2, the orrespondingq2 is: bq2(!) = �5� os(!1)� os(!2)� os(!1 + !2)�=2;The L2-regularity of �2 is 2:440765. We omputed the smoothness �r of the other interpolatory re�nablefuntions �r, r = 3; 4; : : : 8. They are as follows:r 3 4 5 6 7 8�r 3.175132 3.793134 4.344014 4.862018 5.362768 5.852746As a seond test lass, we tested four diretional box splines. It is well-known (f. [BHR℄) that the shiftsof the four diretional box spline are not stable. At the same time, their smoothness is expliitly known.Example 5.2. The symbols of the masks of the four diretion box splines onsidered here are:bmr(!) = � os �!12 � os �!22 � os �!1 + !22 � os �!1 � !22 ��r:Our ode omputed, for r = 1; 2; 3; 4 the orresponding smoothness of 2:5; 5:5; 8:5; 11:5: These are, indeed,the exat smoothness parameters of these splines.The third set of examples is taken from [JS℄. The pertinent re�nable funtions are univariate, interpo-latory, and orrespond to dilation s = 3; 4. The shifts of these funtions form an orthonormal system.Example 5.3. The mask an of interpolatory re�nable funtion �n whose shifts form an orthonormal basisis obtained by onvoluting a B-spline of order n with the mask qn of some distribution. The smoothness ofthe examples in [JS℄ with dilation s = 3, and with B-spline fator of order 2 and 3 are 0:963825 and 1:098068respetively. The smoothness of the examples in [JS℄ with dilation s = 4 and a B-spline fator of order 2; 3; 4are 0:890339, 1:21178, and 1:303449.Example 5.4. The next example is a univariate re�nable funtion whose shifts are unstable, with maskgiven by bm(!) = osj �!2 � �2 os(!)� 1�k:For (j; k) = (4; 3) and (j; k) = (4; 2), the smoothness of the re�nable funtions omputed is 3:5. This agreeswith the fat that both funtions are ubi splines. We note that for this examples the lower bound estimates(that ignore the �rst ondition in the de�nition of I�) fail to yield the orret smoothness.13



The last example shows the diÆulties in getting the exat regularity of re�nable funtions, in thease the orresponding dominant eigenvetor � of T has many zeros. However, a good lower bound of theregularity is still possible to obtain.Example 5.5. The mask isbmr(!) = os �!12 � os �!22 � os �!1 + !22 � os �!1 � !22 � �1 + ei(6!1+5!2)2 ��1 + ei(�3!1+5!2)2 �:The operator (I � P�)T has the following dominant eigenvalues� = 2�6 with the dimension of eigenspae = 6;� = 2�7 with the dimension of eigenspae = 12;� = 2�8 where dimension of eigenspae = 52:Thus, a straightforward lower bound on the smoothness is 3. The funtion � has about 79 zeros in [��; �)�[��; �). In our omputations, we were able to ompute aurately the following zeros(��;��) � (2�=3; 0) � (0; 0:8�) � (0; 0:4�) � (2�=3; 0:8�):Eah is veri�ed to have total order 4. Based on these zeros, we were able to rejet the eigenvalues 2�6 and2�7 as `false' eigenvalues. Thus a lower bound on the regularity is 4. The re�nable funtion is this ase is abox spline whose exat L2-smoothness is � = 4:5.6. Proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6Proof of Proposition 3.5: Approximation Theory basis (f., e.g., [BDR℄ and [BR℄) imply that �m � ��if and only if jb�j2 has a zero of orderm+1 at eah j 2 2�ZZdn0. Set L := 2�(ZZdn(s�ZZd)) (to get a feeling forthat set: in one dimension, dyadi dilations, this is the set of 2�-odd integers). Given a non-zero 2�-integerj, we write it as j = s�kj0, j0 2 L, and use k times the re�nement equation to onlude thatb�(! + j) = b�(s��k! + j0) kYn=1ba(s��n(! + j)):This means that jb�j2 has a zero of order m+ 1 as eah point of 2�ZZdn0 if and only if it has suh a zero ateah point of (the smaller set) L.We proeed by stating the following lemma, whose proof is postponed until after the proposition isproved:Lemma. Let � be a ompatly supported L2-funtion. Let  2 IRd. Then jb�j2 vanishes to order m at eahj 2  + 2�ZZd if and only if its 2�-periodization � has suh zero at .In order to omplete the proof of the proposition, note that L is the disjoint union of the osetss�( +2�ZZd),  2 �n0. For j 2 2�ZZd, the 2�-periodiity of bb implies that jb�(s�( + j))j2 = bb()jb�( + j)j2.The 2�-periodization of the right-hand-side is bb()�(), thus the lemma applies to show that jb�j2 has a zeroof order m+ 1 at eah of s�( + 2�ZZd) if and only if bb� has suh a zero at . Varying that onlusion overall  2 �n0, we obtain the desired result.It remains now to prove the lemma. One impliation here is trivial: sine jb�j2 is non-negative, its2�-periodization an have a zero of a ertain order at  only if eah of the summands has a orrespondingzero.Assume onversely that jb�j2 has a zero of order m at eah  + j, j 2 2�ZZd, and note that (sine b� issmooth) m must be even. Let 
 be a small neighborhood of . Sine � is ompatly supported, we havethat b� 2W �2 (IRd) for any �. Now, sine b� has a zero of order m=2 at  + j, we have (with D�, � 2 ZZd, theusual partial di�erentiation)(6:1) jb�(! +  + j)j � j!jm=2 maxj�j=m=2 kD� b�kL1(
+j); for ! 2 
:14



Choosing � > m=2+d=2, the Sobolev embedding theorem implies that W �2 (
+ j) is ontinuously embeddedin the Sobolev spae Wm=21 (
 + j). Thus,max0�j�j�m=2kD� b�kL1(
+j) � 1kb�kW�2 (
+j);with 1 independent of j (sine all the 
 + j sets are translates of eah other). Substituting this into (6.1)we obtain that jb�(! +  + j)j � 2j!jm=2kb�kW�2 (
+j); ! 2 
; j 2 2�ZZd:Squaring the last inequality and summing over j 2 2�ZZd (and assuming, for simpliity and without loss,that � is an integer) we obtain that �(! + ) � 3j!jmkb�k2W�2 (IRd):Proof of Proposition 3.6: Statement (a) follows from (b): hoosing in (b) m to be (the odd number)m�, we get (a) unless �m� � ��m��1. However, in the event that this latter inequality holds, we get that� � �m � ��m��1, implying thereby that �(�) � m�+12 . This implies (f. [R1℄) that the shifts of � spanall polynomials of degree m�+12 , hene that the shifts of �# span all polynomials of degree m� + 1, inontradition to the very de�nition of m�.In order to prove (b), let f 2 H� \ I 0� be an eigenvetor of the operator (1� Pm)T , with an assoiatedeigenvalue �. Assume also that j�j > ��m�1.We �rst prove that f is atually an eigenvetor of T . For that, we �rst observe that bbf has a zero oforder m+ 1 at eah of the points of �: for  2 �n0, this follows from the fat that bbf = bb�t, for a boundedt (sine f 2 I 0�), together with Proposition 3.5. For  = 0, this follows from that fat that, by assumption,(1� Pm)T f = �f , hene that f lies in the range of (1� Pm) (and every funtion in that range vanishes toorder m+ 1 at the origin). Thus, indeed, bbf vanishes to order m+1 on �. We onlude from the de�nitionof T that T f vanishes to order m+ 1 at the origin, hene that �f = (1� Pm)T f = T f:We will now establish (b) by a hain of (in)equalities. First, by our assumptions on �,m+ 1 < log�(j�j):Seond, one we know that (�; f) is an eigenpair of T , we an writelog�(j�j) = limk!1 log� kT k(f)kL1(TTd)k :Sine jT f j � T jf j (regardless of the nature of f), we get that(6:2) limk!1 log� kT k(f)kL1(TTd)k � lim supk!1 log� kT kjf jkL1(TTd)k :Let u : ! 7! ( dXj=1 sin2(!j=2))(m+1)=2:Then, our assumptions here imply that the funtion g := jf j=u is bounded, and that, moreover, g=� is alsobounded. Invoking (b) of Corollary 2.10 of [RS1℄ (with g there being our g here, and with ` there being(m+1)=2 here; the orollary requires that the right hand side of (6.2) is greater than m+1, something thatwe have already proved), we get thatlim supk!1 log� kT k(jf j)kL1(TTd)k � �2�(�):Finally, �2�(�) = log� �: We thus onlude that log� j�j � log� �, hene that �m � �. The onverseinequality is trivial. 15
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